




Marblo    utilises freedom to explore innovative  
products, manufacturing techniques, client 

driven research development and engineering 
solutions without compromise.

Founded in 1979, the maxim of Marblo    is and will 
always will remain “Freedom of Imagination”.

FREEDOM OF IMAGINATION
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An originator of landmark products and 
bespoke manufacturing solutions. Marblo 
is the cutting edge of international design 
trends and technical advancements.  

Marblo’s    stable of unparalleled products include:

Solid Surface Materials 
Translucent Solid Surface 
Nature Decorative Collection 
Designer Bath Ware 
Custom Colour Matching

All products proudly bearing the Marblo    name 
have been produced to exacting requirements, 
employing proprietary formulations and 
production systems designed by the company.

UNIQUE 
PRODUCTS
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The Marblo    materials can be:

Engraved/CNC Routered 
Back lit 
Rear engraved to create a “3D” effect 
Screen printed 
Colour matched to corporate colours - PMS 
Liquid filled inlays 
Cut & polished to craft stand-alone letters 
Clad direct to an existing wall 
Cast/moulded to complex shapes 
Seamlessly joined and thermo-formed 
Easily worked by conventional woodworking tools

Marblo    materials are nonporous which makes 
them a water tight surface and also gives 
them superior stain and chemical resistance. 
It is very easy to clean and maintain. 
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Due to the versatile nature of the material, Marblo    
products enhance diverse sectors including:

Residential 
Commercial 
Public Spaces 
Educational 
Health Care 
Hospitality 
Laboratories 
Retail

All Marblo    products enjoy extended life-of-use 
certifying them for 5+ Green Star rated projects. 
Marblo   can be easily repaired and refinished to its 
original condition, or reworked into new products, 
reducing demand for virgin materials and waste.

Marblo    materials have low-VOC content 
and are low emitting and nontoxic. 
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With Marblo    almost unlimited 3-dimensional 
forms can be crafted. Unlike traditional stone 
and re-constituted stone materials, Marblo 
can be worked using conventional wood-
working tools, which enables the most fanciful 
and complex designs to be created. 

As a result, Marblo    is the material 
of choice in wide-ranging and varied 
counter applications, including: 

Reception Counters
Bank Counters
Bar Tops and Bar Fronts
Customer Service Counters
Airline Check-in and Ticketing Counters

  
COUNTERS
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With an almost unlimited range of colours and the 
ability to produce translucent materials, Marblo 
is an obvious selection for signage applications.

Aside from striking visual appeal, Marblo 
signage panels are also extremely durable.

Unlike most traditional signage materials, 
Marblo’s unique properties enable signage 
and corporate recognition to be incorporated 
into furniture and joinery items also. 

SIGNAGE
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Engaging yet highly durable, wall cladding featuring 
Marblo    can add drama and serviceability to 
commercial and domestic installations alike. 

Either seamlessly jointed using Marblo    colour 
matched adhesive to create a monolithic 
and water tight surface or feature joins using 
silicone. The sheets can also be joined and 
scribed to allow for rise and fall in-situ. 

As such, Marblo    is the ideal wall cladding 
material in the following areas:

Bathrooms
Lift Lining
Corporate Office Fit-outs 
Lobby Walls and Foyers
Retail and Hospitality 

WALL 
CLADDING
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Marblo    has become the benchmark  
against which other products and  
materials are evaluated. As Marblo    has 
superior stain and chemical resistance and 
is nonporous with seamless joins, there 
is no absorption into either the bench 
top or the joins, therefore eliminating a 
primary breeding place for pathogens. 

Marblo    is the material of choice for a number 
of governmental and private sectors including:

C.S.I.R.O. National Biological 
Standards Lab, and MAFTech.
Caltex, Esso and Shell Petroleum
Pepsi-7 Up, Arnotts and Masterfoods
University of Sydney, University of NSW, Curtin 
University and also Australian National University.
Dow Corning, I.C.I. and BHP
Prince of Wales Hospital, John Hunter Hospital, 
St Vincent’s Hospital and St George Hospital
S.C.E.G’s Redlands, Monti Saint  
Angelo College

  
LABORATORIES
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RETAIL
HOSPITALITY
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Providing more than just total colour 
flexibility and corporate colour matching, 
Marblo    materials will stand the test of 
time and look great for years to come.

®
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Due to the versatility and workability of Marblo    
material, columns of all sizes and shapes can  
be crafted.

Marblo    cladding materials can either be affixed 
directly to existing column surfaces or supported 
with framing. Accordingly the materials are 
employed in a variety of environments including 
shopping centres, retails outlets, corporate fit-
outs and a range of public spaces and hospitality 
venues where the products can transform an 
eyesore into a featured design element.

 
COLUMNS
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Historically, Marblo    materials have been 
specified for their durability, almost endless 
colour range, stain resistance and ease of 
cleaning and rejuvenation. Because of these 
reasons Marblo    materials are used to create 
table tops for a multitude of environments. 

Marblo    table tops have the ability to be 
illuminated and formed to complex designs 
and shapes  Many colours can be laminated, 
joined or liquid inlaid to form clever yet durable 
work surfaces that stand the test of time.

Marblo    table tops are used in a number 
of locations, including the following:

Food courts
Cafes, bars, clubs and restaurants
Corporate lunchrooms / break-out areas
Boardrooms and meeting rooms
Reception areas
Hotel and domestic occasional furniture 
Domestic dining tables

TABLE
TOPS
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Being waterproof, easy to clean and stain resistant, 
Marblo    materials grace residential, commercial 
and public area bathrooms alike. Marblo   materials 
are extremely durable and resistant to even the 
most aggressive chemicals. Even graffiti can be 
effortlessly removed from a Marblo    surface. 

Marblo    has also ventured into the domestic 
bathroom-ware market with a range of 
moulded designer basins and baths. These 
collections exploit elegant fine edges 
complimented by a smooth, silky finish.

BATHROOMS
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Marblo    materials provide superior levels of 
performance in kitchen applications and keep their 
clean, fresh appearance after years of service. 

Their ability to be seamlessly join provides 
smooth flowing lines to any kitchen area 
whilst also eliminating joins that may be 
breeding places for germs and bacteria. 

Marblo    materials are traditionally 
used in the following applications:

Kitchen counter tops
Splash backs
Corporate break-out and kitchenettes
Servery tops
Island bench fascias

 
KITCHENS
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Over the past 30 years, Marblo    has built a 
reputation for developing novel manufacturing 
and fabrication techniques to resolve the most 
complex and unique design requirements. 

Marblo    has been consulted to create products 
and materials in a myriad of atypical applications. 
From installation artworks by Janet Lawrence 
commissioned at Sydney Olympic Park, to a 
peace pavilion for meditation, to functional 
pieces such as light fittings, office partition 
dividers and full wall public toilet urinals. 

Unlike most manufacturers, Marblo    invites 
requests for the extraordinary. In fact most 
of the technology breakthroughs that Marblo 
enjoys today were the direct result of such 
requests from the design community. 

CUSTOM 
PRODUCTS
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With nine distinct product series and 
the ability to colour match upon request, 
Marblo    is the ideal material for a wide range 
of interior and exterior applications.  

Marblo    offers the choice of a price leading 
standard colour range known as Marblo 
“Plus” or made-to-order range known as 
Marblo    “Custom” which is manufactured 
in the Australian Marblo    factory operated 
by Marblo    Australia and New Zealand. 

Marblo    “Custom” colours can be produced to 
meet the specific requirements of the smallest 
or largest projects alike, with the freedom to 
nominate:

Colour - Match to Dulux, Wattyl 
or Pantone colour ranges
Translucency - From clear to 
traditional solid colours
Thickness - From 6mm to 26mm
Lustre - Matte or mirror gloss 
and any level in between

 
COLOURS
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BATHWARE
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The Mojo Collection of wash basins, 
created by renowned Australian designer 
Jo Irwin, utilise simple shapes and elegant 
lines to form an almost sculptural range 
of wash basins to suite any bathroom 
modern, contemporary or classic. 

Designed to be bench mounted on 
cabinetry, or simply placed onto a 
floating shelf – Mojo wash basins are 
a statement in understated luxury. 
Unlike traditional ceramic wash basins, 
Marblo    wash basins are warm to the 
touch and have a softer more natural 
feel. Manufactured using clever chemistry 
so you can enjoy an easy to clean, 
durable surface for years to come. 

Available in your choice of a designer 
matte finish or semi-gloss to suit 
any bathroom.  For your comfort all 
Mojo wash basins are also provided 
with a ten year limited warranty. 

MOJO 
COLLECTION

®
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MARBLO 
BASIN 
SPECIFICATIONS

®
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Mojo Oval 600

Mojo Oval 800

Mojo Oval 530 

Colour - White Snow 
Finish - Matte or Gloss 
Plug & Waste not included

Optional overflow model available for 
custom orders lead times apply



Mojo Little Square

Mojo Rectangle 800

Mojo Rectangle 600

Mojo Ellipse 510

Mojo Circle 430

Mojo Circle 530





Marblo    are proud to announce the new 
& exciting range of moulded designer 
Mojo baths. The creation of renowned 
Australian designer Jo Irwin, the baths 
have been introduced to complement 
the existing range of Mojo wash basins.

Built for everyday use the Mojo range of 
baths feature a wide ledge at both ends 
which doubles as both a comfortable 
place to sit, rest your head or simply as a 
practical ledge for your book. Low entry 
points allow for an effortless transition 
in & out of the bath so you can start and 
end your bathing experience in relaxation. 
Unlike ceramic and metal baths, the 
Marblo    material is warm to touch and has 
a softer almost silky feel, and all designs 
are available in a matte or semi-gloss 
finish. Using advanced polymers and clever 
chemistry, Marblo    baths are highly stain 
and chemical resistant, and any minor 
scratches can be easily refinished to a 
brand new surface making Marblo    baths 
more than just a statement in design.

All bath designs are also available with 
an integrated overflow option so there 
is no need to worry about accidentally 
leaving the tap on. Clever manufacturing 
techniques also allow for a concealed cavity 
to the underside of the bath to allow for 
stress free plumbing without the need for 
creating messy & costly floor penetrations.

®

BATH 
COLLECTION

®

®

®
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MARBLO 
BATH 
SPECIFICATIONS
Colour - White Snow 
Finish - Matte or Gloss 
Plug & Waste not included

Optional overflow model available for 
custom orders lead times apply

®

Oval Bathtub 1800



Oval Bathtub 1500Oval Bathtub 1650



MARBLO 
COLOUR 
EXAMPLES
To view the full range and further information 
on Marblo     colours, please see our Colour 
Catalogue or visit www.marblo.com.au

®

®

Crystalino Stone Dalmatia Stone Midnight Stone

STONE

Barley Stone

Origami 

Silver Cloud

ACRYLIC

Alaska White Chalk Sandy Shore

GRANADA

Rock PoolShell BeachSnow WhiteAntartic White

White Snow

GALAXY

Light BlackWP1762-10Sandy CreamVolcano Ash
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White on WhiteImminent StormDeep SpaceBlizzard



Jurassic

Amber NPR-9015R

OPAL

FROST

PLAIN

PEARL

SUSPENSE

West Side Ruby

Iceberg LakeWP1700-3Lilac PetalAriel WP303-1

Oyster Shell Pineapple Pearl NPR-9010 CarribeanNPR-9003P

Signal RedWP934-3 WP1382-6WP1733-2WP1653-6MoonlightSeagrass

RieslingWP1519-2 WP-1635-2

Old Sapporo Everglade GingkoGreen Tea Brown White Linen Yarn Coffee Beans Weed Grass

WP1451-2



PEBBLE STONE

STORM

BEDROCK

SEDIMENT

LightningHurricaneCloudy Day Bullion Blue Sky LavaKryptonite

Yellow Stone Flash Flood Green StoneStone Wash Riverbed Brown Stone Ebony

JadeGreen Apple Fairy TaleParchmentButtermilkSunflowerOriental

SandstoneSunsetMidsummerWhite BeachGlacier Poodle Pink Jade Stone

CRUSH

Blue Crush Silver Nuggets Treasure Nuggets

MARBLE

Dark VeinCalcutta GreyCalcutta BrownBLP134-1





Marblo® solid surfaces is created to be non-porous, the clever Marblo® chemistry will prohibit liquids and 
chemicals being absorbed. The result is an easy care and hygienic surface. Although Marblo® is tough and durable, 
it is not indestructible. Regular maintenance will be required to keep the product’s surfaces at their best.

Colour selection and lustre finish will determine the amount of attention and care required for your Marblo®
surface. As with most materials, darker colours will require additional attention. Please read the recommendations 
below to ensure that you enjoy years of service from your investment in Marblo®.

1. Day-to-Day

Simply clean your Marblo® surface with warm
soapy water using a damp sponge. For regular
cleaning. wipe over the surface with an 
ammonia based cleaner such as “Spray-and -Wipe”*. 
Wipe clean with a damp sponge.

2. Spills

In the event of a spill of harsh household
chemicals, dyes or the like, in most cases lasting
damage can be prevented with minimal effort.
Immediately clean with a damp sponge, using
appropriate safety measures and wipe clean. 

If the spill has not been removed, clean the entire
surface with a cream cleanser and a
wet sponge, using a circular motion. To maintain
uniformity, do not apply too much pressure nor rub
in the same area for a prolonged time. Clean well
and wipe dry. 

This will restore a matte / sheen lustre to the
surface of your product. If your Marblo® product is
a gloss finish, please contact our customer
support team for specific advice or contact your
local Marblo® accredited fabricator.

3. Stubborn Stains, Light scuffs & Cigarette Burns

Apply Lemon Jif®** to the entire surface, using a
damp grey Scotch-Brite”· pad rub in a wide
circular motion. Be sure not to apply too much
pressure nor rub in the same area for a prolonged
time. Before rinsing, clean the entire surface using
a wet sponge in a wide circular motion . Clean well
using a damp sponge.

A matte / sheen lustre will result. For gloss
finishes, additional procedures will be required.

CARE & MAINTENANCE
Marblo PLUS Solid Surface Sheets
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In the unlikely event of a problem with your Marblo® Product or to learn more about caring for your Product, 
please contact your local Marblo® office or visit www.marblo.com.au 

*”Spray & Wipe™ is a registered trademark of Colgate Palmolive.
** “Jif” is a registered trademark of Unilever.
*** “Scotch-brite” is a registered trademark of the 3M Company.

4. Scratches and Rejuvenation

After years of service, you can rejuvenate your
Marblo® surface to an as-new finish.

You may wish to arrange for a trained Marblo®
fabricator to complete a professional re-sanding
and re-polishing of your Marblo® surface.

5. Prevention

Do not use abrasive cleaners, steel-wool or objects
with sharp edges on the surface of Marblo® (Do not
cut directly on your Marblo® surface, use a cutting 
board).

Excessive heat, naked flames, ultraviolet radiation
or harsh chemicals may also cause damage to your
Marblo® surface.

In most cases, Marblo® can be rejuvenated by your
local Marblo® accredited fabricator.

6. Hot Pans & Heat Producing Appliances

Hot pans, pots or oven trays or other hot items
should not be placed on your Marblo® surface.

Appliances which emit heat such as fry pans,
toaster ovens, grills, slow cookers and the like
should not be used directly on the Marblo® surface.
The use of a heat pad is recommended.



+612 9683 7788
info@marblo.com.au
www.marblo.com
www.marblobathware.com

Sydney
Melbourne
Brisbane
Adelaide
Perth
London
New York
Auckland
São Paulo

Chennai
Dubai
Hong Kong
Hyderabad
Kuala Lumpur
Manila
Mumbai
Singapore
Suva

Printed by Marblo Group Pty Ltd ©2013. All rights reserved.  
Marblo    is a registered Trade Mark of Marblo (Holdings) Pty Ltd. 
Marblo    “Blocks” Logo Copyright ©2005 Marblo (Holdings) Pty ltd. All rights reserved.
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